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Committee Closeout Briefing

DSR Review Committee and CMB-S4 POCs

Introduction
• THANKS!
• We are impressed, and we enjoyed the interactions across
the team.
• The CMB community does wondrous science, with a long
track record of tremendous accomplishments.
• So far, ground-based experiments done by competing teams
with relatively small facilities and different styles.
• More cooperation and collaboration are necessary for the next
leap forward. The transition presents challenges.
• Technical and programmatic choices are necessary, each with a
clear rationale that is based on specific scientific and technical
merit. Without a commonly understood, documented process
and timeline for each decision, large projects stall.
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Overall Comments and Recommendations
• What are the most significant vulnerabilities in the current
CMB-S4 Decadal Survey documentation and preparations
for the Decadal Survey CATE process?
• Summary-level Comments and Recommendations

• NOTE:
• These are our reactions, some of which may be due to
misunderstandings. However, those misunderstandings are
also instructive.
• Additional detailed committee reactions to the DSR and
presentations are provided separately.
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Overall Comments and Recommendations (I)
• The quantitative flow down from the science to the
observatory and component requirements is largely missing.
• The rationale for the numbers and types of telescopes at each
site was not clear. In particular, the crisp case for the SATs in
Chile does not yet seem to exist.
• The presentations and DSR seemed to focus on how to build
the various aspects of the reference design, but not why.
• A decision tree plan, with agreed-to trade studies, due dates,
selection processes, and documentation of the rationale for
each key technical decision is needed ASAP. These should
have buy-in by the collaboration.
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Overall Comments and Recommendations (II)
• The science section of the DSR should be rewritten:
• Show the scientific landscape in the timeframe of CMB-S4 results,

including SO and space-based facilities, and what S4 brings that is
unique, compelling, and urgent.
• Feed that into the observatory optimization.
• Rewrite for the non-expert. Otherwise, the reader has the
impression this is a closed field that talks only to itself. A science
writer could help edit the final version.
• What does this facility look like for astronomers outside the
collaboration? What are the notional data products, release
cadence, tools, and support development plans? The single
paragraph in section 4.7.3 should be expanded into a full section
featured early in the document and threaded throughout the
planning. It should not appear to be an afterthought.

• Consider a broad community workshop on the legacy survey, to
invite suggestions for optimization (if that’s sensible), data
products, and analysis tools.
• Along with the compelling science case, the DSR should show
clearly why the project is (or very soon will be) shovel-ready.
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Overall Comments and Recommendations (III)
• The scope, and the crisp narrative/rationale, for the NSF and
DOE parts of CMB-S4, are still TBD. At least a substantive,
credible path is needed for the Decadal Survey.
• The roles for 5 DOE laboratories were not clearly shown to
the committee.
• The pPDG membership is composed exclusively of lab
personnel, without the benefit of the considerable CMB
experience in the broader collaboration.
• Show clearly how technical and programmatic decisions
are made. Who sits at the table?
• pPDG appears to be more like a pre-project office than a
design/development group. It would be good for the
agencies together to establish a unified pre-project office
that will evolve into the unified project office, with clear
processes for involving collaboration experts.
• Current funding is insufficient to advance the project (see
10
later slides).

Overall Comments and Recommendations (IV)

• The highest technical risk appears to be detector

fabrication and test capacity. The management of that
risk should be clearly articulated at the project level.
• Detector fabrication will define the overall schedule

and cost. Look at all practical options to mitigate this
risk. The CATE process might identify detector fab as
an issue that, if left undefined, could be problematic.
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Summary and Conclusions

Yeck - Presented at DSR Review
December 2018

• Good progress post-CDT in preparation for DOE CD-0 and DS
• Reference Design is a solid basis for DS pre-project planning efforts
• Transition nearly complete to long term project tools (P6 and Cobra),
for the Integrated Resource Loaded Schedule
• Priority Next Steps
Optimize plans for detector and readout production and for
establishing a legal presence in Chile – critical path
Examine staging of telescopes and reorder based on constraints
”Scrub” each WBS, interfaces, schedules, and associated costs
Secure support for the R&D plans, pre-project development, and
CD-1 & PDR review goals
• Significant work remains to prepare for CATE process
• Seeking advice on priorities for the next two years
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Project Goals – No change
Overarching Goals
• Single comprehensive CMB-S4 experiment with project
investments enabling research undertaken by a single scientific
collaboration.
• Multiple cameras and telescopes distributed across two sites,
Chile and South Pole
• Joint DOE/NSF program management and oversight.
Pre-Project Risk Mitigation Goals
• Reference design for the experiment to be based on established
technology and computation and data management models
currently used in Stage 3 experiments.
• Modest pre-project investments in R&D and project development
reduce project cost, schedule, and performance risks.
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Project Concept – Scope

• No Significant Changes
• 1 experiment, 1 project, 2 agencies
• 2 sites, 2 apertures, 3 LATs, 18 SATs,…
• SAT location to be optimized later
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Project Scope - Chile Site
Low-Elevation
Facilities in
San Pedro

EME
CLASS
ACT

POLARBEAR

The reference design uses the existing CMB site on the
Chajnantor Science Reserve.
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Project Scope - South Pole Site

10m South Pole Telescope
BICEP3

Keck Array
(upgrading to BICEP Array)

Photo credit Cynthia Chiang

The existing CMB instruments at the South Pole. There is
plenty of room for expansion.
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Project Concept – Cost & Schedule Changes
• WBS and Cost, and Schedule Developed in 2018
• DSR Review ($710M) – December 2018
• DSR Review Recommendations
• Cost and Schedule Targets (Targets vs Point Estimate)
• TPC ~ $600M
• Project Completion 2027
• Continue WBS and C&S Cleanup, Scrubbing
• Address Cost and Schedule Driver(s) – Critical!
• Detectors and Readout
• Planning for the Sites
• Review in October
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Anticipated Role of U.S. Agencies in CMB-S4
NSF (AST, PHY, OPP) and DOE (HEP)
Joint Coordination Group
Pre-Project:

NSF PDR Prep and DOE CD-1 Prep/R&D Support
Ongoing Stage 3 Investments

Construction: NSF MREFC and DOE HEP MIE Project
Possibly 40:60/NSF:DOE

Operations:

NSF (AST PHY OPP) and DOE HEP
Shared CMB-S4 deliverables & data releases

Research:

NSF and DOE support for key science/publications

Agency Partnering (W. Miller Study - NASA, NSF, DOE)
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Notional DOE/NSF Project Development Timeline
DOE

NSF

CY2019

Interim Project Office

Comments
Coordinate pre-project
development

Q2 FY2019 Critical Decision 0

Based on CDT Report and
Funding Concept

Q2 FY2019

Reference Design and Initial
Project Plans

Initial Input to Decadal Survey

Q1 FY2020 DOE Lead Laboratory
Q1 CY2021

NSF Lead Institution

Project Organization and
Team

Decadal Survey Results

Q2 FY2021 CD1, 3a (CDR Review)

CDR, PDR Readiness
Review

Coordinated Review Plans

FY2022 CD2 Approved

PDR

NSB Approves MREFC
Budget Request

FY2023 CD3b Approved

FDR

NSB Approval

FY2027 CD4 Approved

MREFC Project Complete Technically Driven Schedule
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DOE/NSF Scope plans will depend on final costing

Presented at DSR Review
December 2018

NSF
AST/PHY/OPP

JOINT
OVERSIGHT
GROUP

DOE
HEP

MREFC LEAD
ORGANIZATION

GOVERNING
COUNCIL

DOE LEAD LAB

PROJECT
OFFICE

SITES &
INFRASTRUCTURE

POLE
(OPP)

•
•
•

LARGE APERTURE
TELESCOPES

SMALL APERTURE
TELESCOPES

INTEGRATION &
COMMISSIONING

DETECTORS &
READOUT

DATA ACQUISITION
& CONTROL

DATA
MANAGEMENT

CHILE
(AUI)

A single Integrated Project Office established by the lead institutions and and their oversight
council with clear reporting lines to NSF and DOE;
Clarity in the NSF and DOE scope of work to ensure direct lines of accountability to each agency
and clearly defined management interfaces;
Integrated Project Office prepares agreements for contributions to the Project and Operations by
Private and International partners.
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Organization Chart in 2018 (DSR project development)
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Organization Chart for CD-1/PDR project development
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Possible Agency Scope Splits (~$ for comparison)
L3-Separated:

L2-Separated:
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Project Concept – February 2019 Cost Estimate

• The current estimate is fully loaded, escalated, and includes 35% contingency
[December 2019 Review total was $706.5M].
• Cost and schedule cleanup is still in progress
• Cost without R&D and ⅔ cost of scientific effort (similar to CDT) is $588M.
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Project Concept – February 2019 Cost Estimate

•
•

Alternative distribution of scope with more separated L2 scope.
Agency scope split is an important consideration but there are natural
solutions with manageable interfaces.
• Integrated project, well defined scope for each agency.
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Summary
Major Accomplishments CY2018
● Collaboration established and operating effectively
● Project scope, cost, and schedule defined based on
reference design
● DSR review and transition into project driven timelines
Goals for CY2019
● High quality Decadal Survey Report and DS input
● Interim Project Office led effort to establish a preliminary
project technical baseline, cost, and schedule
● Develop and agree on the project governance approach
● Complete the next annual review in late October 2019,
evaluating the initial baseline and execution plans
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